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Introduction to the Campside
Chef & Outdoor Cooking
There is a saying I have to describe cooking in
the great outdoors. “Good food with beautiful views”.
I have had so many great meals with breath taking
vistas that I feel somewhat spoiled. It was not always
this way. I learned a lot in my twenty plus years of
camping & cooking. Fifteen of those years have been
as a professionally trained chef.
When I was a child, I grew up having an
extended family picnic every Sunday throughout the
summer. I look back on those days now and think of
how much fun I had interacting with my cousins who
were the same age as me. The fun with family was
great, but the food was even better. The women in my
family really know how to cook. They used recipes
that have been passed down for generations which
they would tweak just a little to make them their own.
I will never forget those days and I am sure I am
not the only one that had those kinds of experiences.
As I grew older, the way I enjoyed the outdoors and
outdoor cooking changed but the passion I had for
both did not. Over the next twenty years of my life, I
enjoyed & learned many things about camping and
cooking in the great outdoors. Through trial &
sometimes failure, I have learned to create many
types of wonderful cuisine.
In this book, I want to show you the things I
learned along the way and share with you some of the

tasty recipes I have prepared at campgrounds and at
the top of mountains!
I believe that before you get out into the great
outdoors there is some planning & knowledge you
should do and have. The first three chapters of my
book will take you through the tools of an outdoor
kitchen, menu planning, food safety, storage,
measurements, herbs & spices, and pairing alcohol
with food. The next five chapters will take you on a
culinary journey through the various types of outdoor
cooking which include Barbecue/Grilling, Dutch oven,
Fireside, High Peak, and Stovetop cooking. Each type
has its own set of rewards & challenges. At the end of
each chapter is my favorite part, which is the sharing
of my recipes!

Chapter 1
Building an Outdoor Kitchen
Everyone has a different idea of what an outdoor
kitchen is. I am not trying to say one way is the best
for every situation you will encounter either. I have
learned to be flexible in what I bring along and
bringing extra does not always equal better.
I was the type that would bring everything AND
the kitchen sink. Although it is nice to have
everything you might possibly need during your
camping trip it is not always practical. Your friends
and family that are assisting you in the set-up might
not appreciate it either.
I learned to customize my kitchen to suit my
specific needs of the menu that I created for that
particular trip. It does take some planning but you will
be happier not to lug that extra equipment to your
camping spot. The extra time that you will save by not
setting up extra stuff leaves you more time to sit by
the fire enjoying your favorite beverage.
The following is a list of items that I think are
important to an outdoor kitchen. It does not mean
you need every single item for every trip but at one
point or another, you will probably use all of them. I
will cover the cooking equipment in the later chapters
but for now, I will cover the basics of an outdoor
kitchen.
Shelter: This is something I recommend for extended
camping trips of three days or more depending on the

weather of course. There are several reasons to have a
roof over your head and a screen mesh around you.
#1 A roof over your head will keep the rain out of the
kitchen. Tip: I recommend using seam sealer on all
the inside seams and silicone spraying the outside
canvas once every season. In addition, the roof
material should have a 200D thickness rating or
higher.
#2 A roof and side mesh will help keep the sun out of
your kitchen. Unfortunately, over time, the sun tends
to break down the canvas material but the silicone
sealant will help delay the issue.
#3 The mesh will help keep out those pesky flying
critters that you do not want in any kitchen. Make
sure when setting up your shelter that the mesh
sidewalls reach all the way to the ground. If there is a
tear or hole in the mesh make sure to have a mesh
repair kit as part of your camping supplies.
The size, shape, and frame of the shelter make a
difference also. I recommend a shelter size of 10’x10’
or 12’ x 12’. Any smaller or bigger might cause issues
of enough room for all the stuff inside it or space to
set it up. When I talk the “shape” of it, I mean if it has
straight or slanted sidewalls. I recommend the
straight wall design since it makes the best use of the
interior space and provides a better angle to keep the
rain out of the kitchen. Finally, the frame is a major
factor in the stability in strong wind conditions that
might arise from a storm during camping. Steel onepiece scissor frames are the best and fold up nicely so
they do not take up too much space.

Preparation Tables: Preparation tables serve several
functions but the most important one is to prepare
food on them. For this reason, they must be sturdy. A
comfortable height is also important so you are not
leaning over and hurting your back or reaching up
which will not let you apply the most power to cut
food. There are many types of tables but you must
choose what is best for you. Some come with “sinks”
built into them or canvas organizers underneath for
storage. It all depends on what your needs are in the
kitchen.
Shelter Lighting: Having a light in the kitchen is
essential if you plan to cook at night. I recommend
purchasing a rechargeable lantern with a nightlight
feature just in case you get a late night craving for a
snack. It should have a light output rating of 145
lumens or higher. A lumen is a measurement of
visible light power and is equal to 1/683 watt. I would
not recommend a lumen rating lower than 125. If you
need extra light, you can invest in a battery-powered
light that clips onto the sides of the equipment or
tables.
Cutting Board: Just because cutting boards are small
does not mean they are not as important as any other
kitchen equipment. According to FDA regulations,
commercial kitchens must use plastic cutting boards
for all food preparation because they do not hold in
bacteria like their wooden counterparts. There are
arguments for both but I recommend plastic because
it is lightweight and easy to clean. I also suggest
buying a non-slip mat for under the board to prevent
it from slipping when cutting. Make sure to clean &
sanitize the board and mat after each use.

Chef’s Box: A great way to keep your knives and other
tools organized and safe from the environmental
conditions is to invest in a toolbox. These boxes are
relatively cheap and are a great way to protect your
investment. I would recommend purchasing one with
multiple drawers for knives. Lining the drawers with
rubber mats will add a layer of protection for your
tools.
Chef’s Knife: A Chef’s knife ranges in length from 8 to
12 inches and cost anywhere from $20 to $400. The
knife should feel comfortable in your hand, balance
well and be made of one of these materials:
• Carbon steel is relatively inexpensive, holds an edge
well and is easier to sharpen than most stainless
steels. On the downside, they tend to rust and stain.
You must also clean, dry and lubricate the blade after
each use. A word of caution: when new, the steel may
impart a metallic flavor in acidic foods.
• Plastic, not usually known for its sharpness, is good
for cutting vegetables to help prevent discoloration.
Even though it is generally not sharp enough to cut
deep into flesh, you must still be careful when
handling it.
• Titanium is not as wear resistant and is difficult to
sharpen. It is more flexible than steel and does not
impart metallic flavors. It is also more expensive and
not the best choice for a chef’s knife.
• High carbon stainless steel blades do not discolor or
stain, stay sharp longer, are stronger and cut better.

• Ceramic blades stay sharp longer, do not corrode,
stain or impart flavor and are lightweight. The bad
news is they are brittle, will break if they fall or
sharpened improperly and require a special
sharpening tool.
• Stainless steel tends to be softer than carbon steel,
needs sharpening more often and is highly resistant
to corrosion.
Bungee Cords: While bungee cords might seem out of
place in the kitchen, they come in handy when
cooking outdoors. They can be used to hang things
on the sidewalls of the screen house or a battery
powered lantern to the inside peak of the frame. They
also can help fasten the lids to your storage bins.
Tongs & Spatulas: No campside kitchen would be
complete without a pair of tongs and spatula. I
recommend buying a silicone tipped stainless steel
pair of both. The silicone tips are heat resistant up to
500°F and will not scratch the non-stick pans. Prices
range between $5 and $10 for each.
Can Opener: This is something many people forget
until they need it. Hand cranked openers are
inexpensive but they still need to be durable and feel
comfortable in your hand.
Fire Extinguisher: There are five classifications of fire
extinguishers: A, B, C, D and K. A combination
extinguisher of types A, B and C is all you will need
for your campside kitchen. This multi-purpose, dry
chemical extinguisher contains mono-ammonium
phosphate.

Temperature Probe: This is essential for every kitchen!
It takes the guesswork out of making sure the food
cooks to the proper temperature. You will need to
check the calibration before every camping trip to
ensure its accuracy. You can calibrate a probe by
using the ice point method. Fill a large container with
crushed ice and add cold water. Put the thermometer
stem into the ice water. Make sure the sensing area is
submerged. Wait 30 seconds or until the indicator
stops moving. Do not let the stem touch the sides or
bottom of the container. If the probe does not read
32°F turn the adjustment nut underneath the head
until it is the right temperature. If using a digital
display probe, follow the calibration directions that
came with it. Probes range between $10 and $40.
Wash Sink, Rinse Sink & Drying Rack: Every kitchen
needs a place to do dishes. The campside kitchen is
no exception. You will need a plastic washtub, a rinse
tub and a drying rack. They do not have to be fancy or
expensive. To conserve space the tub and rack should
make one unit when not being used. Include
biodegradable dish soap, a dishtowel and scrubby
sponge also. Portable hot water systems are available
but a simple pot of water heated on the stove will do
the job.
Water Jug: Whether it is for washing your hands, filling
up the dish washbasin or a variety of other things,
you will need a water jug. You can purchase one for
around $5 to $20. I recommend a hard shelled, 5 to 7
gallon capacity container. Collapsible models tend to
leak and do not stand up well in the kitchen.
Pot Holders: Potholders are important because they
protect your hands from burns. I do not recommend

using oven mitts since they are harder to remove in
case a hot liquid spills on them. Always have an extra
pair in case one gets wet.
First Aid Kit: Every kitchen poses a risk of injury so it
is important to have a well-stocked first aid kit on
hand. Keep it in the kitchen for quick and easy access
in case of an emergency.
Pots & Pans: This is not the place to cut corners. Good
pots and pans should be durable and long lasting.
There are several types below but I will leave it up to
you to consider what the best choice for your outdoor
kitchen is.
• Aluminum: These pans are lightweight, heat
quickly, and are usually inexpensive to purchase.
These attributes sound great but aluminum
cookware can also dent, create hot spots that
can burn your food, and create chemical
reactions with some types of food. If you are
dead-set on buying aluminum cookware, then
try the stainless steel clad type. This will at least
prevent the chemical reaction.
• Stainless Steel: Stainless steel is durable, strong
and can last a long time. Pans with less
thickness tend to burn foods easily. Try to
purchase ones that have thicker bottoms or
aluminum bottoms that are not in direct contact
with the food.
• Teflon Coated: Most non-stick pans are made of
aluminum with a Teflon coating, which makes
them lighter. Silicone tipped utensils is
necessary when using Teflon coated pans. Throw

away the pan once the coating on it flakes or
shows signs of excessive wear. The downside is
they leak toxins into the air and food when the
pan gets overheated. These pans distribute heat
unevenly which is in contrast to their cast iron
counterparts. When it comes to Teflon coated
pans, I recommend a thicker or heavier gauge
kind. They may be more expensive but they will
distribute the heat more evenly.
• Cast Iron: Cast iron pans if seasoned regularly
will last a lifetime. Although they are very
durable and can take a beating, they will always
need to be maintained by “seasoning” them after
each use. Another negative aspect is that they
are much heavier than their other three
counterparts above are. Some feel that the flavor
derived from cooking in cast iron cookware is
like none other and is worth the extra effort to
maintain them.
Long Stem Lighter: Even if all of your equipment has
electronic starters, it is a good idea to have a long
stem lighter. I recommend buying two in case one
does not work or is empty.
Measuring Cups & Spoons: These will be essential if
you plan to measure ingredients in your outdoor
kitchen. They do not take up much room and will be
needed if you are following a measured recipe.
Citronella Candle:
equipment, these
campside kitchen.
to keep bugs away

While technically not considered
candles are essential for every
Place it near the preparation area
from the food.

Non-Essentials: Some items that might be good
additions to your campside kitchen include a
vegetable peeler, bottle opener, garlic press, boning
knife (for filleting fish), paring knife (for more precise
cutting), serrated knife (for cutting bread), matches,
calculator, pen or pencil, notepad, radio, bug spray
and battery pack (for any recharging needs).

Chapter 2
Menu Planning, Food Safety,
Storage, and Cooking Methods
Menu Planning
In football, the coaches always talk about how
important it is to have a game plan. The same is true
about menu planning. It will save you time, effort, and
money to create one before the trip. It is not that
difficult to create and I would recommend creating
one on a word program and save it for future use.
Here are some tips!
Step #1: I always write or type down all of the meal
times I am going to have for my trip. An example of
this would be “Monday lunch”, “Monday dinner”,
Tuesday breakfast”, and so on until every mealtime is
accounted for.
Step #2: I then figure out how many people will be
eating each meal. Depending who is going with you…
i.e.…family, friends or a combination of both will
determine who will be at each meal, especially if there
are plenty of activities at your campground. Obviously
if you are packing for a day hike, the menu will be
simple and will most likely only cover one meal.
Step #3: This is where it gets a little more difficult.
Deciding what is going to be on the menu. The more
people you are cooking for, the greater the difficulty
of making them happy with your food choices. I
recommend writing down 2-3 choices for each meal

and taking a consensus on what the majority wants.
Remember, you cannot please everyone.
SAMPLE MENU
Day 1 (arrive at campground)
Lunch
BBQ chicken quarters (6 people)
Corn on the cob (4 people)
Baked potato (3 people)
BBQ sauce (for chicken) (2 oz. serving)
Butter (1/2 oz. per serving)
Salt & pepper
Dinner
NY strip steak (6 people) (one each)
Grilled zucchini (4 people) (one zucchini feeds 4)
Mashed potatoes (6 people) (one large potato per
person)
Salt & pepper
Butter
Heavy cream (for potatoes) (2 oz. serving)
Day 2
Breakfast
Scrambled eggs (6 people) (2 eggs apiece)
Bacon (4 people) (2 slices per person)
Toast (6 people) (2 slices per person)
Salt & pepper
Jelly (1 oz. serving)
Butter

Orange juice (6 people) (8 oz. serving)
Lunch
Burgers/buns (6 people)
Potato chips (6 people) (4 oz. serving)
Pickles (6 people) (6 spears)
Lettuce (1/4 head)
Onion (1 medium-sized sweet onion)
Tomato (1 beefsteak)
Salt & pepper
American cheese (6 slices)
Ketchup
Mustard
Dinner
Grilled salmon (6 people)
Wild rice (6 people) (5 oz. serving)
Sautéed spinach (6 people) (5 oz. serving)
Butter
Garlic (for wild rice and spinach)
Salt & pepper
Day 3 (leave campground)
Breakfast
Cereal (6 people) (6 oz. each)
Milk (6 people) (8 oz. serving)
You can make your menu as simple or
complicated as you like. It may seem like a lot of work
but it is better to have everything you need.

Step #4: Once the menu is complete, the next step
will be to prepare for it. A trip to the store is on the
agenda but one thing I must stress is not to go when
you are hungry. Some of you might giggle at this but I
have gone to the store many times hungry, shopping
for a camping trip and ended up buying half of the
store! The result is a waste of effort, food, and
money. Have your shopping list ready to go and stick
to it! Always grab the dry goods first, refrigerated
items second and frozen items last. You do not want
your frozen goods thawing, and then refreezing them
once you get home.
Sample Shopping List
Item

Amount
Needed

Chicken quarters

6

Corn on the cob

4

Potatoes

9

BBQ sauce
Butter
Salt & pepper

small bottle
23 ½ oz.
one shaker ea.

NY strip steaks

6

Zucchini

1

Heavy cream

12 oz.

Eggs

12

Bacon

8 slices

Toast
Jelly
Orange juice

12 slices
6 oz.
48 oz.

Burgers

6

Buns

6

Potato chips
Pickles
Lettuce (iceberg)

24 oz.
6
¼ head

Onion

1

Tomato

1

American cheese

6 slices

Ketchup

small bottle

Mustard

small bottle

Salmon

six portions

Wild rice

12 ox box

Spinach

large bag

Garlic

1 head

Cereal

36 oz.

Milk

48 oz.

Step #5: Preparing & portioning the food for each
meal would be a good idea since it eliminates waste
and makes it easier just to pull stuff out of the cooler
and makes less preparation needed in the outdoors. I

recommend using a vacuum sealer for all of your
prepared foods. It will extend the life of the
ingredients and keep them fresher. Only prepare what
you absolutely think you will need. Bringing extra for
a “just in case” scenario usually only leads to waste at
the end of the trip. In most cases, if you do run out of
food there is usually a store relatively close. I would
do your research ahead of time to see where those
places are.
Food Safety
This should be the most important concern in
any kitchen but especially in an outdoor kitchen
where there are usually no refrigerators or freezers.
This is why keeping the food cold & cooking it to the
right temperatures is so critical in an outdoor
environment. There are some essential things to do to
keep your friends and family safe. I have a systematic
process below that will explain everything from the
start of your trip to the end of it!
Step# 1: This part begins as soon as you get home
from the store. Make sure to put all the refrigerated
and frozen items away in their proper places. Dry
goods should go into their proper containers to keep
them away from annoying bugs & critters!
Step #2: When you decide to prepare all of the food
for your trip, I recommend doing it in batches. Having
all of the refrigerated and frozen items sitting out on
the table will only increase the chance of you and your
family contracting a food-borne illness. I would take
one meal at a time. I recommend freezing any items
that you will not be using within three days of the

preparation time. Label all packages by meal/date/
time.
Step #3: On the night before the camping trip, I
recommend buying several bags of ice for the coolers
and storing them in your home freezer. The reason
for this is to ensure all perishable foods stay at the
proper temperatures at all times. Going to the store
on the way to the campground and buying ice for the
coolers at that time is another way to increase the risk
of a food-borne illness.
Step #4: On the day of the camping trip, place a twoinch layer of ice at the bottom of the coolers for the
perishable items. This will help keep the foods cold
from the bottom and not just from the top. I
recommend using separate coolers for the meats and
other non-meat items. This will help in preventing a
food-borne illness. If possible, layer the meats in a
fashion that poultry and ground meats are near the
bottom followed on top by pork, then seafood, and
non-ground beef near the top. Place a two inch or
greater layer at the top of the cooler. Add ice as
needed to keep a minimum two-inch layer of ice on
top at all times.
Step #5: When you arrive at the campsite, take the
coolers out first and put them into a sh
ady location. Do not keep the coolers in the car or
truck since it is usually hot and will only speed up the
melting process inside the cooler. Make sure to keep
a proper level of ice at all times. Once the food
temperature goes above 41°F, bacteria growth
increases and is in the “temperature danger zone”.
Food items left out in this zone of 41°F to 135°F will
become unsafe after 4 hours. The bacteria growth

rate accelerates in the temperature zone of 70°F to
125°F. So keep cold foods below 41°F and hot held
foods above 135°F.
Cooking Temperature Chart
Food

Internal
Temperature
Ground Products

Beef, veal, lamb, pork

155°F

Chicken, turkey

165°F

Beef Steaks & Roasts
Rare (center is bright red)

120°F

Medium rare (center is very
pink)

130°F

Medium (center is light pink)

140°F

Medium well (not pink)

150°F

Well (steak is uniformly
brown)

160°F

Beef brisket (This should be
slow roasted or braised)

160°F

Fish & Seafood
Fish

145°F

Seafood

145°F

Clams, mussels & oysters (done when their
shells open; throw away any that don’t)

Pork
Loins, Roasts and Chops
Medium

145°F

Well done

160°F

Ribs & shoulders

160°F

Sausage (raw)

160°F

Ham (raw)

160°F

Ham (precooked)

140°F
Poultry

Chicken & duck (cook until
juices run clear)

165°F

Turkey (juices run clear and
legs move freely)

165°F

Step #6: I do not recommend saving leftovers and that
is why I stress only bringing what you absolutely need
as far as the food goes. Do not put hot foods away
with cold foods because you will increase the risk of a
food-borne illness. If you are dead-set on saving the
leftovers, plan and bring a small leftovers cooler that
you can put ice in and cool down the leftovers quickly.
Step #7: During the preparation and at the end of
each meal, there should always be a sanitizing cloth
available. Always sanitize the cutting board(s) after
each use and never cut ready-to-eat foods such as
lettuce after using it for raw meat preparation without
washing it with soap and water first. Keep your
kitchen as clean as possible because you do not want
to attract bugs, critters or even bears!

Storage
We have covered menu planning, the right
preparation techniques, and proper temperatures to
keep and cook your food. Now I am going to cover the
storage aspect of an outdoor kitchen. Having the right
“storage” containers can make a huge difference in
having a great camping trip or a shortened miserable
one. Knowing what to have to store your food in is as
important as the food itself.
Coolers: Every outdoor kitchen needs a cooler. Before
buying one, you should determine what size would
best fit your needs and vehicle. Coolers come in all
sizes but if it is too big, there will be lots of wasted
space. If it is too small, it will not hold all of the food.
I recommend buying three medium sized coolers and
a small one. The reason for this is to put the raw
meats in one, other non-meat perishables in another,
beverages in the third one, and finally the leftovers in
the small one. It sounds like a lot but if you are like
me, my camping trips can last a few days or a week.
Coolers with wheels are nice too, especially if it is a
long walk to the site.
Storage Bins: Between loading them in the vehicle and
dragging them around the campsite, storage bins
need to be extra tough. Make sure the lids are tight
fitting. You can add bungee cords over the top for
extra security. Bear proof containers are another
option if in a highly concentrated area of bear
population. Always put your food bins and coolers in
the trunk of the car at night and during the day when
you are away from the campsite!

Cooking Methods
Sautéing means cooking foods quickly in a small
amount of fat over high heat. Not all oils and fats are
suited for this method. Those that can reach a higher
cooking temperature without smoking are preferred.
These include olive (not extra virgin) and peanut oil,
bacon fat or clarified butter. Remember, this should
only take a few minutes to prepare.
Sautéing pans should be light to medium in thickness
and flat so heat distributes evenly. Sloped sides also
help to release steam and allow those who want to
impress their friends to flip some eggs. Foods
selected for sautéing should include naturally tender
cuts of meat since they will not have time to tenderize
while cooking. Trim any fat, sinew or connective
tissue. Meats should have an even thickness.
Dredging items in seasoned flour will expedite the
browning process.
Pan frying calls for using more oil or fat. The pan
must be heavier and thicker, have straight sides to
limit splashing and be deep enough to contain the oil
when adding food. Typically, pan fried foods are
coated in flour, batter or breading. To panfry,
submerge the food in the oil or fat up to one-half to
two-thirds of its thickness. Keep the heat at mediumto-medium high. Foods should be in a single layer
and not touching each other. Oils and fats
recommended for pan-frying are olive, corn, canola,
safflower, bacon or other rendered animal fat.
Blanching allows preservation of most fruits and
vegetables for freezing or storage. This is done by
boiling water in a stock or tail pot. Place vegetables in

boiling water for 30 to 45 seconds then remove them
from the pot and place in an ice water bath or run
under cold water to stop the cooking process. This
helps prevent freezer burn.
Poaching involves completely submerging an item in
hot liquid at a constant and moderate temperature
between 165°F and 180°F. It is for tender and delicate
items like poached eggs.
Simmering is similar to poaching but at a higher
temperature (between 185°F and 200°F). Small air
bubbles breaking the water’s surface are a good
indication
of
simmering.
This
method
is
recommended for foods that are tougher and need
longer to cook to become fork tender.
Boiling occurs at 212°F but as you increase elevation,
that number drops. This method is for items high in
starch content such as potatoes, pasta, grains, and
legumes.
Grilling requires less cooking time than barbecuing
and temperatures are much higher (400°F to 500°F).
Smaller and tenderer cuts of meat will be the best for
this type of cooking. Smoking wood or charcoal will
enhance the flavor. Another trademark of grilling is
the diamond cross hatch marks you may see in a
restaurant.
Braising combines a cooking method and a technique.
Typically, you would sear the meat at a high
temperature to caramelize the surface. This affects
the surface sugars and makes for a rich sweet flavor.
Sear the meat, and then place it in a stock or other
flavored liquid with herbs, spices and vegetables. The

liquid should cover about one-third to one-half of the
meat.
Other Techniques
• One technique I learned early on was to have one
side of the grill with direct heat and the other
side with indirect heat. You can do this by
placing a barrier, such as a tin pan, or wrapping
aluminum foil around the grate. The side with
the indirect heat should be set at a lower heat
level on a gas grill and less briquettes on a
charcoal grill. This allows you to save the food if
there is a lot of flare up on the direct heat side.
It is also a nice place to hold foods once cooked.
Placing a wire rack in the tin pan and adding a
little water to keep the food moist is another
good idea. Be careful not to let the food sit in
the water or it will get mushy.
• Another technique is to wrap foods, like baked
potatoes or corn on the cob, in heavy-duty
aluminum foil and place them in the hot coals,
not a roaring fire. For the most part, the foil
protects the food but do not leave it in there too
long or it will burn. This is an easy, costeffective way of cooking these items.
• If you are looking for instant smoke flavor, add
some liquid smoke to a tin pan, place it on the
gas grill grate while cooking, and keep the lid
closed. Found at most supermarkets, the
process to create liquid smoke is passing water
through smoke from burning wood to infuse
them together.

• Nothing smells finer than sweet caramelized
onions on top of a juicy steak. The same process
used to bring out the sweet flavor in the onions
also helps draw out the steak’s flavor. This
process, known as caramelization, is the effect
high heat has on the food’s naturally occurring
amino acids and sugars. Make sure to brown the
onions, not burn them.

